CASE PACKER

FULLY AUTOMATIC TUBULAR BAG CASE PACKER FI-CHS

From the Fischbach machinery line for cartridge filling, accessorizing and case packing.
CASE PACKER

FULLY AUTOMATIC TUBULAR BAG CASE PACKER FI-CHS

Fischbach Tubular Bag Case Packer Fi-CHS: Up to 80 bags per minute accessorized and packed.

FEATURES

> Packages all common bag types
> Pick and place technology gently handles bags and give the flexibility of handling many different bag sizes
> Compact modular design allows the machine to be optimally adapted to individual packaging requirements, while taking up a minimum of space
> Runs reliably at 80 bags per minute with only one operator, making the Fi-CHS an ideal enhancement to any tubular bag filling line
> Integrated capability to add nozzles to each case in one automatic operating cycle
> Change of format accomplished without tools in less than three minutes
> Automatic box closing and taping system
> Cutting edge process control allows trouble-free operation and intuitive operation interface.

OPTIONS

> Special parts robot
> Liner dispenser

TECHNICAL DATA

Capacities: Packaging rate of up to 80 bags per minute
Box configurations: 5x4, 5x3, 5x2, 4x4, 4x3, 4x2
Controls: Siemens S7 PLC. Redundant contact safety monitoring. All systems equipped with CE and OSHA-compliant pneumatic and electrical lockouts
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